Social Security (Administration) (Declared relevant Northern Territory areas — Various (No. 8)) Determination 2008

Social Security (Administration) Act 1999

I, JENNY MACKLIN, Minister for Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, acting under subsection 123TE (1) of the Social Security (Administration) Act 1999 (the Act), and on behalf of the Minister for Education and the Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations, determine that each of those places listed in the Schedule is a declared relevant Northern Territory area for the purposes of Part 3B of the Act.

This Determination commences on 7 April 2008.

This Determination expires on 31 March 2009.

Dated 4 April 2008

J Macklin
Minister for Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
Schedule - declared relevant Northern Territory areas

ALI CURUNG also known as ALE-KERANGE, WARRABRI, WARRIBRI or ALEKARENGE
ARRAWAJIN also known as ARRANJIN, ARRAJAWIN or WHISTLE DUCK
BLUE BUSH also known as BLUEBUSH
CANTEEN CREEK also known as ORWAIRTILLA, ORWAITILLA or ORWAITILLYA
CORELLA CREEK
GULUNGURU also known as ALROY DOWNS, GULUNURRU or GULUNURU
HATCHES CREEK
HINGSTONS PLACE also known as CROW DOWNS
IMPERRENTH
JARRA JARRA
JUNKAJI also known as GREENWOOD, JUNGKAGU or JUNGKAJI
KALINJARRI also known as GORRIE BORE, GORRY'S BORE, KALINJARRA or KALINYMARRA
KALPITAPTA also known as KALPITAPITA
KALUMPURLPA also known as KALAMPURLPA, KALUMPARLPA, KALUMPULPA, KULUMPURLPA, AKULUMPULPA or BLUE BUSH BORE
KUMUNU also known as KUNUMU
KUNAYUNGKU also known as KUNYINGU, PARARINGI, PAWARINJI or PUWARIN
KURNTAPURRA also known as KURNTURLPARA, NO. 6 BORE, FREWENA or KUNTAPURLA
KURRAYA also known as GOOSE RIVER
LIKKAPARTA also known as LIKIPARTA or MARAPURN
MIYIKAMPI also known as MIYIKUMBIE
MUCKATY also known as MARNYWUNGU
MUNGALAWURRU also known as MANGALAWARRA, MANGALAWU or MANGARLWURRA
MUNGKARTA also known as MCLAREN CREEK or MUNGARTA
MURTULKI also known as MURTALKI
NAMERINNI
NAPAGUNPA also known as NGAPAGUNPA
NGAPPAMILARNU also known as MANGALURNA, NGAPAMILARNU, PAWARIJINJI, YANKIRIKILANGU, YANKIRRAKALONG or NGAPPAMILARWU
NGURRARA also known as WOLLALA or FREWEENA
NGUYARRAMINI also known as WAIRAMINNE
NURADIDGEE also known as NGURADIDGEE, NGURAMINYI, NGUYARRMINI or NURADIGEE
PAKULKI
PARTNPARINJI
PINGALA also known as JURNTA JUNGU, JRUNTU JANGU, JURNTU JUNGU or NUALIDU
PUNJARRIJI also known as MOSQUITO CREEK
PURRUKUWURRU
WAKURLPU
WOGYALA also known as 3 MILE FLAT, ROCKHAMPTON DOWNS, WOGAYALA or WOGAYELA

Tennant Creek Town Camps:
KARGARU also known as EAST SIDE CAMP, KARGARU CAMP, TENNANT CREEK TOWN CAMP or WARTIJILPUNGARA
MARLA MARLA also known as KARLIWAMPA, DUMP CAMP, KAITEJ, LUMIN CHRISTIE or LUMIN CHRISTIE VILLAGE
MUNJI-MARLA also known as BLUEBERRY HILL or MUNJI MALA
NGALPA NGALPA also known as MULGA CAMP
SORRY CAMP
THE VILLAGE
TINKARLI also known as TINGKARLI
VILLAGE CAMP also known as NYINKKANYUNU, NYINKKANYUNY, SORRY CAMP or VILLAGE TOWN CAMP
WUPPA also known as WAPPA